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I. ARGUMENT 


On May 11, 2017, Petitioner Family Dollar Stores of West Virginia, Inc. 

("Petitioner" or "Family Dollar") submitted its initial brief in this matt~r.l Respondent 

Rachel Tolliver ("Respondent") filed her response brief on July 10,2017, which by Order 

dated July 11, 2017 was deemed filed out-of-time. Respondent's brief provides this Court 

with no legal or factual support addressing the numerous errors of law contained within 

the Circuit Court's January 10,2017 Order denying Family Dollar's Motion to Compel 

Arbitration. For that reason, as explained in more detail in Petitioner's initial brief and 

below, this Court should reverse the Circuit Court's Order and compel Respondent to 

submit her claims to arbitration in accordance with the parties' contract. 

A. 	 THE RESPONDENT AGAIN FAILS TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 
EXISTENCE OF A VALID DELEGATION CLAUSE, VIOLATING 
THE DOCTRINE OF SEVERABILITY AND WARRANTING 
REVERSAL 

In its initial brief filed with this Court, Family Dollar's first assignment of error 

related to the Circuit Court's failure to acknowledge and address the Arbitration 

Agreement's Delegation Clause, which memorialized the parties' agreement to provide 

the arbitrator (and not the Circuit Court) with the sole and exclusive authority to 

determine all threshold issues of arbitrability? Respondent completely ignores the 

I Petitioner utilizes the same labels herein as in its initial brief. The "Arbitration Agreement" refers to the 
agreement signed by Respondent on December 9,2014, and identified in the Appendix Record at A.R. 60
63. 

2 The "Delegation Clause" discussed herein refers to the "Disputes Covered" section of the Arbitration 
Agreement, which provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

Further, covered Disputes include any claim or controversy regarding the Agreement or 
any portion of the Agreement or its interpretation, enforceability, applicability, 
unconscionability, arbitrability or formation, or whether the Agreement or any portion of 
the Agreement is void or voidable .... 

(A.R. 60) 



Petitioner's first assignment of error, failing to even mention the Delegation Clause in her 

briefing to this Court. 

Pursuant to Rule 10(d) of the West Virginia Rules ofAppellate Procedure, "the 

argument section of respondent's brief must specifically respond to each assignment of 

error, to the fullest extent possible. If the respondent's brief fails to respond to an 

assignment of error, the Court will assume that the respondent agrees with the petitioner's 

view of the issue." Respondent failed to even address the Delegation Clause in her brief. 

Therefore, pursuant to Rule 1 0, the Court should assume Respondent agrees with Family 

Dollar's position on this issue. 

Furthermore, Respondent's failure to address the Delegation Clause violates the 

doctrine of severability and blatently ignores the mandates o,f this Court's decision in 

Schumacher Homes of Circleville, Inc. v. Spencer, 237 W. Va. 379, 787 S.E.2d 650 

(2016) ("Therefore, a party must specifically object to the delegation provision in order 

for a court to consider the challenge."). In Schumacher, this Court recently analyzed the 

doctrine of severability3 and its relationship to delegation provisions within arbitration 

agreements. In Schumacher, noting that the plaintiffs "wholly failed to acknowledge the 

existence of the delegation language, let alone mount a challenge," this Court enforced 

the delegation provision at issue in that case pursuant to the doctrine of severability. Id. at 

392; see also Rent-A-Center, West, Inc. v. Jackson, 561 U.S. 63 (2010). 

3 As recognized by this Court in Schumacher, the United States Supreme Court has long interpreted the 
FAA to require application of the doctrine of severability. "The gist of the doctrine is that an arbitration 
clause [or a delegation provision within an arbitration clause] in a larger contract must be carved out, 
severed from the larger contract, and examined separately." !d. at 387. 
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The Respondent's failure to even acknowledge the Delegation Clause in this case 

presents the Court with facts that are identical to those presented in Schumacher. In 

pertinent part, this Court in Schumacher held as follows: 

In Rent-A-Center, before the trial court, the employer asserted that a 
delegation provision required questions about the unconscionability of the 
arbitration agreement to be resolved by the arbitrator. The employee never 
disputed the enforceability of the delegation provision, and only 
challenged the arbitration agreement in its entirety. The same thing 
occurred before the circuit court in this case. Indeed, the record is clear in 
the instant case that the plaintiffs wholly failed to acknowledge the 
existence of the delegation language, let alone mount a challenge. 

More importantly, in Rent-A-Center, the employer asserted the delegation 
provision twice on appeal, before both the U.S. Court of Appeal and the 
u.s. Supreme Court. Both times, the employee ignored the delegation 
provision and argued that the arbitration agreement was unconscionable in 
totality. The same thing occurred in this case before this Court. In its 
petition for appeal, Schumacher raised the circuit court's failure to address 
the delegation language as a point of error. In their response brief, counsel 
for the plaintiffs ignored Schumacher's asserted point of error. Counsel for 
the plaintiffs made the same arguments as below and said that the 
arbitration agreement was unconscionable in totality. 

Before both the circuit court and this Court, the plaintiffs failed to sever 
the delegation language and dispute its validity. Unless the plaintiffs 
challenged the delegation language specifically, we must treat it as valid 
under the FAA and must enforce it, leaving any challenge to the validity 
of the arbitration agreement as a whole for the arbitrator. The plaintiffs' 
arguments addressed the validity of the arbitration agreement as a whole, 
but failed to even mention the delegation language in their arguments to 
the circuit court and this Court. On these procedural facts, we find that the 
delegation language within the parties' arbitration agreement is 
enforceable, and that the circuit court should have referred the plaintiffs' 
arguments about the enforceability of the arbitration agreement to an 
arbitrator. 

ld. at 392. 

Like in Schumacher, the Respondent in this case did not challenge (or even 

mention) the Delegation Clause in any brief before the Circuit Court, in oral argument 

before the Circuit Court, or in Respondent's brief filed with this Court. Rather, the 
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Respondent attempts to challenge the Arbitration Agreement as a whole. Pursuant to this 

Court's decision in Schumacher, because the Respondent makes no challenge to the 

Delegation Clause itself, this Court must treat the Delegation Clause as valid under the 

FAA and enforce it. 

The Circuit Court below, likewise, ignored Family Dollar's arguments regarding 

the Delegation Clause. In oral argument, despite Family Dollar's counsel repeatedly 

drawing attention to the Delegation Clause, the Circuit Court never addressed the issue or 

ever even stated the word "delegation" in open court. Further, in its Order, the Circuit 

Court did not offer any explanation, rationale, or state law contract defense challenging 

the enforceability of the Delegation Clause. (A.R. 99-102) Instead, the Circuit Court 

completely ignored the provision's existence - a clear error of law under the FAA and the 

doctrine of severability. By ruling on the validity of the Arbitration Agreement without 

even acknowledging the existence of the Delegation Clause, the Circuit Court committed 

clear, reversible error. Accordingly, all gateway issues related to the "interpretation, 

enforceability, applicability, unconscionability, arbitrability or formation" of the 

Arbitration Agreement should be submitted to the sole jurisdiction of the arbitrator. 

(A.R.60) 

B. 	 THE RESPONDENT'S CLAIM IS NOT EXCLUDED FROM THE 
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT BECAUSE SHE IS NOT SEEKING 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS 

Ignoring the Delegation Clause entirely, the Respondent's first apparent argument 

in her response brief is that her claim is excluded from the scope of the Arbitration 

Agreement.4 In support of this argument, Respondent appears to assert that her claim 

4 As explained supra, the Respondent at this stage is precluded from making any arguments relating to 
whether Respondent's claims fall within the scope of the Arbitration Agreement, because that is a dispute 
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under W. Va. Code § 23-5A-3 for workers' compensation retaliation is, in essence, a 

"workers' compensation benefit claim" excluded by the Arbitration Agreement. 

Respondent's argument, however, inexplicably fails to distinguish between a claim for 

workers' compensation benefits, and a claim for workers' compensation retaliation. As 

discussed in greater detail in Petitioner's Brief, a workers' compensation benefit claim is 

administered by a workers' compensation insurer and can provide an employee with 

certain medical and indemnity benefits in the event of a workplace injury. On the other 

hand, a workers' compensation retaliation claim is an employment-related discrimination 

claim which provides for a separate array of remedies and involves entirely different 

standards of proof. 

The fact that the West Virginia Workers' Compensation Act ("WVWCA") 

provides injured employees with a statutory private right of action, through W. Va. Code 

§ 23-5A-3(c), for seeking redress for alleged discrimination stemming from a workers' 

compensation injury, does not make such a claim under that Act a workers' 

compensation benefit claim under any reasonable or commonly-accepted interpretation 

of that phrase. The statutory scheme and administrative structure created by the 

WVWCA, evidenced by both its unambiguous language and its organization, clearly 

differentiates between workers' compensation benefits claims (from which payments are 

made from the Workers' Compensation Fund and claims are handled administratively), 

primarily detailed in Articles 1-5 of Chapter 23,S and claims for discriminatory practices, 

relating to the "interpretation, enforceability, applicability, unconscionability, arbitrability or formation" of 
the Arbitration Agreement which has been delegated, as a matter of law, to the arbitrator. It is clear error 
for the Circuit Court to make any finding regarding the scope or coverage of the Arbitration Agreement. 
Nonetheless, Family Dollar addresses these issues out ofan abundance ofcaution. 

S W. Va. Code § 23-4-1 (a), which relates to the disbursement of workers' compensation disability and 
death benefits, states that "workers' compensation benefits shall be paid ... to the employees of 
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detailed in Article 5A of Chapter 23. For example, Article 4 of Chapter 23 outlines the 

process by which benefits claims are administered, from reporting the injury, W. Va. 

Code § 23-4-1 a-b, to the investigation, review, and determination of compensability 

conducted by the Insurance Commissioner or private insurer, W. Va. Code § 23-4-1c, to 

the review and appeal provisions found in Chapter 5. Under the structure and procedural 

requirements created by the WVWCA, in which workers' compensation benefits claims 

are handled administratively and discrimination claims under W. Va. Code § 23-5A are 

not, this civil action filed in Circuit Court simply cannot be a "benefit claim" which 

would be excluded from the scope of the Arbitration Agreement. 

Furthermore, Respondent completely ignores the language within the Arbitration 

Agreement that specifically states that the Arbitration Agreement applies to workers' 

compensation retaliation claims. Specifically, the Arbitration Agreement expressly 

applies to "legal claims that either the Company or [Respondent] could bring arising out 

of or relating to my employment relationship with the Company, including, but not 

limited to: ... retaliation, including, but not limited to, ... retaliation for filing a 

workers' compensation claim ...." (A.R. 61) (emphasis added) 

When the Arbitration Agreement is read as a whole, it is quite clear that a 

workers' compensation retaliation claim (which is the claim asserted by Respondent) is 

expressly included, and a workers' compensation benefit claim (which is not the subject 

of this civil action) is excluded. This interpretation is especially appropriate given that 

"any doubts concerning the scope of arbitrable issues should be resolved in favor of 

arbitration[.]" State o/West Virginia ex reI. Wells v. Matish, 215 W. Va. 686, 693-94, 600 

employers subject to this chapter who have received personal injuries in the course of and resulting from 
their covered employment." (emphasis added) 
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S.E.2d 583, 590-91 (2004) (quoting Moses H Cone Mem'/ Hasp. v. Mercury Constr. 

Corp., 460 U.S. 1,24-25 (1983)). Accordingly, the Circuit Court erred as a matter of law 

in determining that Respondent's claims are excluded from the scope of the Arbitration 

Agreement, and this Court should compel arbitration with regard to all of Respondent's 

claims. 

C. 	 THE MANDATES OF THE FAA CANNOT BE CATEGORICALLY 
IGNORED FOR CLAIMS ASSERTED UNDER W. VA. CODE § 23
SA-3 

The Respondent's chief argument appears to be (without providing even a single 

citation to relevant authority from any jurisdiction) that the FAA and this Court's prior 

precedent should be entirely ignored for claims made under W. Va. Code § 23-5A-3. 

Respondent argues in her response brief that "the protection afforded to her by W. Va. 

Code § 23-5A-3(a) takes the dispute between herself and Family Dollar out of the realm 

of contract law and into the realm of public policy." The Respondent further argues that 

"the overriding purpose of prohibition on discriminatory practices against injured 

workers trumps, as a matter of public policy, contract law." Such arguments are seriously 

wide of the mark and directly contrary to the well-settled jurisprudence of both this Court 

and the Supreme Court of the United States. 

"In enacting Section 2 of the [FAA], Congress declared a national policy favoring 

arbitration and withdrew the power of the states to require a judicial forum for the 

resolution of claims which the contracting parties agree to resolve by arbitration." 

Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1, 10-12 (1984). The Supreme Court of the United 

States has specifically held that, to the extent a state's laws conflict with the FAA, they 

are preempted. Marmet Health Care Ctr., Inc. v. Brown, 565 U.S. 530, 532-33 (2012) 

(vacating the judgment of the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia that relied on 
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state public policy to thwart private arbitration); see also Nitro-Lift Techs., L.L.c. v. 

Howard, 133 S. Ct. 500, 503 (2012) (vacating the judgment of the Oklahoma Supreme 

Court that elevated state public policy and precedent over the mandates of the FAA and 

the Supreme Court decisions interpreting it). 

For example, in Marmet Health Care Ctr., Inc., the Supreme Court of the United 

States reviewed a decision of this Court which concluded that the FAA does not pre-empt 

the state public policy against predispute arbitration agreements that apply to claims of 

personal injury or wrongful death against nursing homes. Marmet Health Care Ctr., Inc., 

565 U.S. at 532. In vacating the judgment of this Court, the Supreme Court held that 

"West Virginia's prohibition against predispute agreements to arbitrate personal-injury or 

wrongful-death claims against nursing homes is a categorical rule prohibiting arbitration 

of a particular type of claim, and that rule is contrary to the terms and coverage of the 

FAA." Id. at 533. For that reason, the Supreme Court vacated the decision of this Court 

and remanded for further proceedings. 

Applying those principles to this case, Respondent's workers' compensation 

discrimination claim must be submitted to arbitration. First, there is no language within 

W. Va. Code § 23-5A-3 which prohibits submitting workers' compensation 

discrimination claims to arbitration, and this Court has never declared that such statute 

creates a public policy precluding the arbitrability of such claims. Even assuming, 

arguendo, that W. Va. Code § 23-5A-3 did somehow create a "public policy" prohibiting 

the submission of such claims to arbitration, it would be preempted by the FAA. See e.g. 

AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 563 U.S. 333, 341 (2011) ("When state law prohibits 

outright the arbitration of a particular type of claim, the analysis is straightforward: The 
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conflicting rule is displaced by the FAA."). Clearly, contrary to Respondent's 

unsupported arguments in her response brief, there is no support for the argument that 

W. Va. Code § 23-SA-3 "trumps" the mandates of the FAA. 

Further, and to be clear on this point, Family Dollar has never suggested that the 

Arbitration Agreement precludes Respondent from pursuing a claim arising under W. Va. 

Code § 23-SA-3. To the contrary, the only effect of the Arbitration Agreement is to 

require Respondent to pursue her statutory claim in an arbitration forum rather than in the 

Circuit Court. Therefore, to the extent that Respondent implies that she would be wholly 

without relief if this Court enforces the Arbitration Agreement, she is plainly mistaken. 

Respondent would simply be required to pursue her claims in an arbitration forum, where 

all available statutory remedies are within the power of the arbitrator to award, pursuant 

to the agreement she does not dispute she freely and willingly signed on December 9, 

2014. 

II. CONCLUSION 

Respondent does not dispute that she signed an Arbitration Agreement in which 

she and Family Dollar mutually agreed the resolve the vast majority of disputes between 

them through binding arbitration. Now, in trying to avoid her obligations under that 

agreement, Respondent fails to cite a single piece of authority supporting her position. 

Most importantly, the Respondent wholly ignores the Delegation Clause found within the 

Arbitration Agreement, let alone mount a substantive challenge to it. For these reasons, 

Family Dollar requests this Court to reverse the Circuit Court's January 10, 2017 Order 

i;ll1d issue an order compelling Respondent to submit her claims to arbitration in 

accordance with the parties' contract. 
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Dated: July 24, 2017. Respectfully submitted, 

FAMILY DOLLAR STORES OF WEST 
VIR<?INIA, INC. 

BY: LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
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J. Todd Bergstrom (WV Bar No. 11385) 
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Charleston, WV 25301 
(304) 599-4628 

rwallace@littler.com 
tbergstrom@littler.com 

Counsellor Petitioner 
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